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Eschaton

 The boy. He leaves Groton secretly, no words to his roommate or his football 
teammates preparing for the hundredth annual St. Mark’s game. Does a load of  
laundry and steps out of  Andy’s Dorm at 5:30 p.m., when the rest of  the school is at 
sit-down dinner. He walks with a suitcase to the headmaster’s house to wait for his 
father. He leaves his 1965 Beatles poster on the wall, where Ringo Starr sits behind 
his drum set, looking like a monkey with his pageboy haircut. Greg Lemond remains 
over his desk, cycling in his maillot jaune under the Arc de Triomphe to win the 1989 
Tour de France. 
 His father. Chews his gums, walks fast, drives the yellow station wagon around. 
!"#$%"&#'(#)*+,#-./0%,+*"12.&3%450+4#6%*(+*0#0+#-+&0+47#*"40&#.#8.*#.49#9*%:"&#0+#
Groton to pick up the boy. Marching into the headmaster’s house there, wearing a blue 
sweater with holes under a suit jacket. Reaching out and shaking hands with Mr. Polk, 
fellow educator, an old friend from seminary, godfather to the boy’s brother. A handing 
over, a changing of  loco parentis. 
 Father and boy drive to Logan Airport in Boston. In the terminal, planes take off  
and land outside the window, nothing but blinking lights. Father and son are silent. For 
the son, the plane is borrowed time. Or it is delicious malfeasance. He has never missed 
school, this boy. Maybe sick for a day here and there, lying around on his parents’ bed as 
he read all the books on his father’s bedside table, read Garrison Keillor and war books 
;<#2./0"*#=+*9>#-'0#4":"*#?'&0#.4#%49"0"*,%4.0"#/".:%45#@%03+'0#.4#"49>
 His mother. Late morning sun streaming through the window, lighting up the 
birthmark on her cheek. She wears slippers, sits at the butcher-block table. She is be-
ginning to hunch her shoulders, lean over in the wooden chair. The boy is sixteen. He 
sits across from her, he does not want to be a burden. He does not want to think. It is 
November, a Thursday. The boy has come home to Maryland from Groton because 
they say he is sick, that he mentioned suicide. 
 Dr. Klee suggested we send you to Sheppard Pratt, in Towson, his mother says.
# 23.0#%&#03.07#3"#&.<&>
 A program for kids your age, she says. (Breathlessly.) There is a swimming pool 
there. (Hopefully.) You could be there for about a week.
 The boy does not care. He just is glad to be gone from Groton, where every day 
he woke up with a weight on his chest. Until he could not breathe, on that day when 
he was assembling Mrs. Clarke’s shoe rack and he felt overwhelmed with it all, the 
grades, the expectations, and he called the chaplain, who called the school counselor, 
who called his parents, who called their marriage counselor, who saw the boy when he 
came home and called his parents, and said, Hospital.
 Now this strange in-betweenness. Voices like bells through the telephone, telling 
the boy’s parents what to do. They move his bedroom from the basement up to his 
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<+'45"*#;*+03"*A&#*++,#+4#03"#&"8+49#$++*>#!%&#;*+03"*#/".:"&#.//#3%&#(+&0"*&#;"3%49#
in his downward migration, including Snoopy on the door, a picture of  the dog danc-
ing, paws off  the ground, and the words “I Am the Sunshine of  My Life.” His brother 
takes the boy’s place in the basement, in the corner where a brown extension cord 
hangs in the air from an outlet in the ceiling, next to sports posters: Freeman McNeil, 
2.<4"#B*"0CD<7#E@%530#B++9"4>#!+@#9+#03"<#4+0#8'*/7#03"#+4"&#3.45%45#%4#03"#.%*#
from yellow metal beams?

!

 Three years ago, a friend, a doctoral student in theology at the Graduate Theo-
logical Union, told me that “eschaton” meant the passing through, the time when 
Jesus slipped from one existence (a living, breathing, human one, on the cross) into 
eternity, where human time meant nothing, when God’s time (the Greek kairos) took 
over. He said it was about transcendence, about going into the unknown. He told me 
this when I was going through a breakup. How the change in our relationship was 
painful now, but that God was preparing me (actually, both of  us) for something new. 
And to get there, I had to “pass through” this liminal time, when the edges of  one 
existence brushed up against another.
# =.0"/<7#FA:"#*"0'*4"9#0+#03"#@+*9#.5.%4>#2+49"*%45#%) #%0#8.4#*")*.,"#"G("*%"48"7#
serve as a funnel through which I can make sense of  another passing. 
 Eschaton, WordWeb: “day at the end of  time following Armageddon when God 
will decree the fates of  all individual humans according to the good and evil of  their 
".*03/<#/%:"&>H#I+0#@3.0#F#3.9#;""4#%,,"9%.0"/<#03%4D%45#+)>#J3%&#9"K4%0%+4#&(+D"#+) #
“war, war, rumors of  a war” as Bob Marley sang, the end of  the world, everything 
crumbling and God judging everyone, good to the right, bad to the left, watch your 
&0"(>#-'0#.#&"8+497#8/+&"*#*".9%45#*"0'*4&#,"#0+#03"#(3*.&"#L"49#+) #0%,"7H#.49#F#K49#.#
link, a passage, to the idea of  eschaton and what my friend was talking about. End of  
+4"#.5"#.&#@"#D4+@#%0>#2./D%45#03*+'53#.#9++*#%40+#.4+03"*#@+*/9>

!

 On November 14, 1989, my parents drove me from their home in Glenwood, 
Maryland, to Sheppard Enoch Pratt Hospital in the yellow station wagon. They must 
3.:"#;""4#&8.*"9#&3%0/"&&>#M<#).03"*7#+4#3%53#./"*07#%4#.#0.4#;/.C"*>#M<#,+03"*7#3"*#*"9#
hair feathered back from her forehead, clutching a purse crammed with sticks of  gum 
and pens that was always open, bottomless, scraps of  paper spilling out, the purse like 
her mouth, wide and loud. She chattered on while my father and I stayed silent. 
# 23"4#03"#8.*#(.&&"9#03*+'53#03"#3+&(%0./A&#+*4.0"#5%45"*;*".9#3+'&"#5.0"&7#%0#@.&#
like I was passing too, from a kid who thought he could do anything to something else.
 Sheppard Pratt is on North Charles Street in Towson, Maryland, a busy multi-lane 
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road that feels like a highway, snaking north out of  Baltimore and feeding into I-695 
and I-83. Sheppard Pratt is where people go to stop: stop working, stop doing. It’s 
where they step outside of  their lives, their daily selves, to treat sickness or addiction. 
For the very ill, it’s where they live, an inpatient mental institution that assumes care of  
03",#'40%/#03"<#.*"#9"","9#K0#0+#*"0'*4#0+#I+*03#N3.*/"&#O0*""0#.49#03"#@%9"*#@+*/9>#
 Ten years before, at the age of  six, I passed the hospital often on my way to Little 
League baseball practice. I did not know what it was then; I often wondered what 
happened in its imposing brick buildings on a hill, and whether there was a little man 
@3+#/%:"9#%4#03"#5.;/"9#5'.*93+'&"#;<#03"#5%45"*;*".9#3+'&"#5.0"&>#2%03#%0&#",(0<#
sloping lawns so green and immaculate, and the Gothic arches, it looked like a resort, 
a play land. 

!

 Hospital registration. His father has lots of  pens in his coat pocket; he chooses 
one carefully and hands it to the boy. At the window, like a bank teller, a woman hands 
the boy a long form, twenty pages, which he is to sign here here and here, and then 
here. And then his father signs there there and there.
 Later, the boy follows two interns into his bedroom on the adolescent ward. One 
%&#;%5#.49#).0>#J3"#+03"*#%&#&,.//#.49#03%4>#J3"#&,.//#+4"#3"/(&#03"#;+<#'4C%(#3%&#).03"*A&#
beige suitcase that rests on the bare plastic mattress. It takes a long time. The boy 
('//&#03"#C%(("*#)*+,#03"#*".*#+) #03"#&'%08.&"#.49#@.083"&#%0#&/%9"#/%D"#.#0*.%4#+4#.#0*.8D#
around the bend and head on home to the front, where the small one, whose name is 
John, grabs it and keeps pulling. His nails, the boy notices, are perfectly trimmed, his 
K45"*&#9"/%8.0"#.&#03"<#3+/9#03"#&3%4%45#,"0./#0+45'"#+) #03"#C%(("*>
 The boy lifts open the top. The big one, whose name is Steve, pries the can of  
Old Spice from the suitcase, leaving an indented hole among the socks and underwear, 
next to the yellow tee-shirt with the sailboat on it that the boy’s mother bought him at 
Finkelstein’s just a few months before and a few miles away. Sorry, the rules, John says. 
I+#(*+9'80&#8+40.%4%45#./8+3+/>#2"A//#3+/9#%0#.0#03"#&0.)) #9"&D>#J3"4#P+34#8/+&"&#03"#
heavy wooden door. Big Steve shifts back and forth in his black pants. They stand like 
0*""&#+4#"%03"*#&%9"#+) #03"#;+<>#!"#&,"//&#&@".0>#2"A*"#9+%45#.#Q'%8D#&".*837#O0":"#&.<&#
softly into the boy’s ear. He hums the words. Hospital rules. Take off  your clothes, and 
@"A//#5"0#%0#9+4"#*"./#Q'%8D#&.<&#P+34>#
 The boy slides out of  the plaid shirt, drops it on top of  the clothes in the suitcase. 
!"#('//&#+)) #3%&#@3%0"#'49"*&3%*0>#F0#%&#@.*,#%4#03"#*++,>#J3"#.%*#)""/&#03%8D7#.&#%) #K//"9#
with steam. Take off  your shoes, guy, Steve murmurs. The boy unlaces his Sebagos, 
03"%*#/".03"*#@+*4#0+#.#9.*D#;*+@47#03"#;*+4C"#"<"/"0&#.49#03"#5.(&#+) #03"#&3+"&#+("4-
%45#.&#%) #%4#.#,+.4>#O0":"#5*.;&#03",#@+*9/"&&/<#.49#&0%8D&#3%&#83';;<#K45"*&#%4&%9"7#
pressing out against the sunken sides, and then slides them around the heel, as if  he 
were sweeping the mouth in CPR. The boy takes off  his tube socks and places them 
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%4#P+34A&#+'0&0*"083"9#3.49&>#J3"#&,.//#,.4#&Q'""C"&#03",#.49#03"4#('//&#03",#%4&%9"#
+'0#.49#&3.D"&#03",>#J%4<#@3%0"#03*".9&#+) #).;*%8#$+.0#0+#03"#9.*D#;"%5"#8.*("07#3.*9#
and bristly under the boy’s bare feet. 
# 64#"G83.45"7#0*.4&.80%+4>#23"*"#03"#;+<#%&#3.49"9#+:"*#;<#3%&#(.*"40&#0+#.4+03"*#
set of  caregivers. For his own safety, his parents tell themselves. Beyond the grille of  
the registration window, the forms of  commitment, the strip search: an expectation. 
That the boy has fallen somehow, and with time and money, will be made right again, 
so that he can bust back out down the hill to the gingerbread house gates, out onto 
North Charles Street, and continue to function in the world, have a purpose, be of  
good use. Idle hands are the devil’s doing. “O prosper thou our handiwork,” the 
English church choirs sing. By their good deeds, ye shall know them. 
 At a summer camp for boys in New Hampshire that I once attended as a teen-
ager, we had outdoor chapel services on Sundays under pine trees sticky with sap. The 
director, who was not a priest, stood in front of  us in a heavy white robe, a stained 
yellow rope tied and looped across his belly. He liked to repeat himself. Things for us 
to remember. It is the little things, he told us, standing in front of  a birch bark cross in 
front of  a cairn of  rounded stones, his blond hair shooting away from his head as if  
"/"80*%K"9>#!"#/%D"9#0+#,%/D#03"#9*.,.0%8#(.'&">#LO+@#.4#.807#*".(#.#3.;%0R#&+@#.#3.;%07#
reap a character; sow a character, reap a destiny.”

!

# E*>#M""4.#&8.*"&#,"#.0#K*&0>#O3"#&.5&#%4#.#83.%*#%4#03"#%40.D"#*++,7#&/',("9#/%D"#
.#Q'""4#%4#3"*#03*+4"7#3"*#"<"&#3++9"97#$.4D"9#;<#.#&+8%./#@+*D"*#.49#.4#%40"*47#.//#
of  them taking notes. She wears a yellow sari, a red dot on her forehead, like a drop 
+) #;/++9>#J3"<#.*"#.//#&+#&"*%+'&7#&3"#,+&0#+) #.//>#O3"#.&D&#03"#Q'"&0%+4&>#23<#.*"#<+'#
here? Have you tried to hurt yourself ? Have you tried to hurt others? I don’t know the 
person they think I am. As if  I were out of  control, liable to jump up and stab myself  
if  left alone. My stomach tightens. I weigh my words. 
# M<#(.*"40&#&%0#&0%)$<#+4#"%03"*#&%9"#+) #,">#M<#).03"*#/++D&#&0*.%530#.3".9#.0#03"#
wall behind Dr. Meena’s head, chewing his gums. I hate him for making me feel like a 
;'*9"4>#M<#,+03"*A&#K45"*&#9%5#%40+#,<#)+*".*,#@3"4#F#&.<#F#+48"#%,.5%4"9#.#D4%)"7#
and hurting myself. I begin to cry. She does too. I hate her for being more scared than 
,">#2"#&.<#5++9;<"#.0#03"#0+(#+) #03"#<"//+@#,"0./#&0"(&#+'0&%9"#N1S7#03"#.9+/"&8"40#
crisis unit. My father holds my face in his chest, then kisses my forehead. My mother 
clutches at my back, then releases, her eyes wide, her mouth saying reassuring things. 
They stride down the stairwell. Their steps echo off  the walls. 
 I play Tara in checkers on the rickety table outside the nurse’s station. She is 
blond, and pale, she has eye shadow, and is from Bowie, which is buttfuck Maryland, 
big hair Maryland, as far from prep school Groton girls as she can be. I feel superior 
until I ask her why she is here.
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 “I tried to kill myself  with Tylenol,” she says matter of  factly, advancing her black 
chip (her nails are purple!) into my territory. “You?”
 I say I don’t know, really, something about perfectionism, pressure, exercise, 
grades. She stops playing, sits back from the table, and looks at me strangely, shakes 
her head. 
 “You’re going to have to adjust,” she says, as if  she knows more about me than I 
do. I slide my red into her home space. 
 “King me.”

!

 “Dr. Meena Vimalananda, 2424. Dr. Meena Vimalananda, 2424.” Dr. Meena is 
famous. Her name is called out on the hospital intercom many times daily. I make 
03"#0*%(&#0+#3"*#+)K8"#'4"&8+*0"97#)*""#0+#*+.,#03"#3+&(%0./#8+**%9+*&>#F4#":"*<#+03"*#
%4&0.48"7#F#.,#@.083"9#;<#.#&0.)) #,",;"*>#2"#/%4"#'(#.&#%) #%4#(*%,.*<#&83++/7#.49#K/"#
down to the cafeteria, or to the gym, or outside to get some air. But even when I walk 
alone up white ramps, I often cannot breathe, the walls feel close, as if  an invisible 
K5'*"#0*".9&#;"&%9"#,"#&0"(#)+*#&0"(>
 How are you, Dr. Meena asks with a lilt. Are you overwheeeelmed. She jingles the 
slender silver bracelets on her wrists over the edge of  her easy chair. I have never sat 
alone in a room and talked to an Indian woman before, let alone about kitchen knives. 
She is short, black hair curled above her shoulders like my grandmother. I trust her. 
F#03%4D>#F#@.40#0+>#-'0#,<#8+4)"&&%+4&7#%0#&"",&7#3.:"#5+00"4#,"#%40+#0*+';/">#2+*9&#
have landed me in a place that seems less and less like a place I could just “stay for a 
week.” The swimming pool I have expected to see is out of  service. 
 But if  I say the right words, then I can make her see me in the right way, that 
though I’m sick, I’m really not like the others, that just a couple weeks before I was 
sitting at my old Schoolhouse desk at Groton right across from Franklin Delano Roos-
evelt’s engraved name from the class of  1900, earning A’s and scoring touchdowns for 
the JV and the coach was saying you could play varsity tailback next year, Jonny. 
# E*>#M""4.A&# *++,# %&# *+'497# /%D"# .#K&3;+@/7# .49#@.*,>#649# &3"#3.&# .4&@"*&>#
She orders me to take medications, something for depression, something for anxiety, 
something for sleep. She becomes my mother, my father, my teacher, my god. Puppeteer 
of  my thoughts, soothsayer.
 Eschaton confuses. Does it mean progress? Regress? I march miles through 
corridors to dark rooms to look at colored blotches and say what I see. I see a rat? 
6#8/+'9>#6#)*+5T#6#$+@"*>#23"*"#03"<#+48"#&4.(("9#'(#@+*9&#+4#.#(.5"7#,<#"<"&#
hesitate. Hours under lemon lights. Time measured out in blocks: art therapy, career 
planning, tutoring, gym, group therapy, Dr. Meena. Part of  me does not want to leave. 
I am grateful for the black woman pulling the cart with fresh linens, white and hot and 
starched, down the hallway every morning, knocking on my door. The way the nurse 
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ties the tube around my arm, jabs my vein, draws two vials of  blood, like clockwork. I 
have never gotten this much attention. The biggest decision I have to make is skim or 
one percent milk on my cereal.
# 2"#.*"#4+0#@3.0#@"#9+7#/.0"#E'083#03"+/+5%.4#!"4*%#I+'@"4#@*%0"&#%4#Out of  
Solitude>#LJ+#/%:"#.#N3*%&0%.4#/%)"#,".4&#0+#/%:"#%4#03"#@+*/9#@%03+'0#;"%45#+) #%0>H#2"#
must be careful, he continues, not to “become what the world makes us.” And yet. If  
being is more important than doing, then what is to be learned from stasis? From a 
month removed from school? And who is broken, the boy or the world?
 (Ten years later, I see Dr. Meena again. Her daughter has been admitted to Tufts 
U4%:"*&%0<7#@3"*"#F#@+*D#.&#.4#.9,%&&%+4&#+)K8"*>#O3"#.49#3"*#9.'530"*#:%&%0#8.,('&#
during the April Open House. I spot their names on the signup sheet for the informa-
tion session I am giving in Lane Hall. There I am, standing up there in my red Brooks 
-*+03"*&#0%"#.49#;/'"#-*++D&#-*+03"*&#D4%0#&3%*0#.49#,<#4.:<#-*++D&#-*+03"*&#;/.C"*7#
the person of  authority on all things Tufts, I have my own secretary, and there is Dr. 
M""4.7#&%00%45#%4#03"#.'9%"48">#O3"#D4+@&#@3+#F#.,>#O3"#.&D&#,"#.#Q'"&0%+47#@3%83#
I barely answer. I see her afterwards. To be in her presence is to be sixteen again, and 
I feel suddenly like a fraud, I fear she will expose me for what I really am, a mess of  
worry and sadness, someone who is not all he appears to be. She does not. A couple 
years later, I ask to get my medical records from Sheppard Pratt. I want to understand 
@3.0#F#3.9#;""4#9%.54+&"9#@%03>#23<#F#3.9#;""4#&"40#03"*">#23+#F#@.&#03"4>#F#0./D#0+#
E*>#M""4.#+4#03"#(3+4"7#.49#F#0"//#3"*#F#.,#03%4D%45#+) #5+%45#+)) #,"9&>#LE+4A0#K530#
%07H#&3"#&.<&#+) #9"(*"&&%+4>#E+4A0#K530#%0>#688"(0>V#

!

 Khari comes in a week after me. He is black. He has big eyes. He is a few years 
older. He tells me he is a wrestler. He walks with bowed legs, he walks like he is coiled, 
like a cobra.
# W4#03"#K*&0#9.<#X3.*%#/+&"&#%0>#F#.,#&0.49%45#%4#03"#3.//@.<#+) #N1S>
 “Drugs, drugs,” he cries, he bays. He starts thrashing around. Roger grabs him, 
opens the Quiet Room door. He dances inside with Khari, then shuts the door. Khari 
only gets more frantic. “Drugs! Drugs!” His voice rises in pitch, the sound barks from 
the back of  his throat. Roger opens the Quiet Room door and shuts it, leaving Khari 
%4#03"*"7#<"//%457#&/%530/<#,')$"9#4+@>#Y+5"*A&#).8"#%&#"G(*"&&%+4/"&&7#3"#9+"&#4+0#/++D#
at me, as if  this is normal, he slides by me to the staff  desk, curved around like a half  
,++47#/%D"#%0A&#.#8+8D(%0#)*+,#O0.*#J*"D7#3"#%&#5+%45#0+#$<#'&#+'0#+) #3"*"7#.49#X3.*%#
keeps screaming. I can see his palms, light brown pale, beating against the small Plexiglas 
window in the door. I duck into my bedroom, but can’t close my door because my room-
,.0"#-*.49+4#%&#'49"*#+;&"*:.0%+4>#Z:"40'.//<#X3.*%#&0+(&#;".0%457#.49#5"0&#:"*<#Q'%"0>
# 2"#8+'/9#4+0#;"#,+*"#9%))"*"40>#X3.*%#3.&#9+4"#3.*9#9*'5&7#3"#&,+D"&7#3"#5+"&#
to Narcotics Anonymous meetings, he is black, he goes to a public high school. I 
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sipped some Heineken from a tumbler at my father’s instruction before going away to 
Groton, “so you will know what beer tastes like and know what you are getting into.” 
But that’s it. Khari, he’s fucked up more than me. 
 Other patients listen to The Cure, watch Doogie Howser, sleep. But when Roger 
takes us to the tiny gym, Khari and I compete for who can tilt the sit-up bench to the 
highest angle and still do a crunch. I win. You shouldn’t smoke, I tell him. On the 
basketball court, I get less winded than him, and my team wins, but really, Khari and 
I are the only ones playing. The others are statues in the paint, waiting for a rebound, 
halfheartedly extending arms for a pass, wearing baggy shirts that go past their waists. 
M<#(.*"40&#:%&%0># F0# %&# /.0"#I+:",;"*>#2"#,""0#+:"*#.#8.*9# 0.;/"#8+:"*"9# %4#.# *"91
checkered cloth. It is rare to see them together. They are both busy. I feel guilty that 
they have to drive on a Sunday afternoon out to see me. My father wears new leather 
shoes. My mother a skirt. My mother gives me an Eric Dickerson poster.
 After they leave, I ask a woman staff  member for permission to go into the Quiet 
Y++,>#F#;".0#.0#03"#;/'"#5<,#,.0&#+4#03"#$++*7#F#<"//#.0#,<#).03"*#.49#,<#,+03"*7#F#
yell at myself, I beat to feel the hard plastic on my hands, the power of  my blows, to 
hear the loudness of  each one, to hear my voice.
 That night, after my tirade, the staff  places me on SNO, suicidal nightly observation. 
You must keep your door open, they say. I cannot sleep with the light in the hall. I feel 
better for having done it. But also raw. Like I have permanently rubbed away a shiny 
veneer that I have worked long and hard to build.
# E.<&#/.0"*7#+4#03"#5<,#$++*7#F#.&D#0@+#9%))"*"40#5%*/&#0+#9.48"7#&""D#03",#+'0#.&#
they hover in shadowy clumps of  people. I get negged by both. They are not from my 
unit, they are slightly older, they wear black and brown and their eyes are dark, they live 
in the adult building, the bigger one with the spires on the other side of  the campus, 
03"<#,'&0#;"#0*'/<#8*.C<7#F#03%4D7#03.0A&#@3<>#J3"#,'&%8#%&#.@)'/7#E"("83"#M+9"7#03"<#
9+4A0#D4+@#5++9#,'&%87#03"<#9+4A0#3.:"#J3"#23+7#03"#E".97#M.*/"<7#@3+#.*"#03"&"#
people. Khari lets me dance with his girl after a song. 
# L[+'#5+0#0+#;"#8+4K9"407H#3"#&.<&>#LJ3%4D#.;+'0#%0#/%D"#&(+*0&7H#3"#&.<&7#5"&0'*%45#
@%03#3%&#.*,&7#8*+'83%45>#J3"4#3"#0.D"&#.#)"@#&0"(&#+4#03"#(.*Q'"0#$++*7#*+//%45#3%&#
hips, swinging his shoulders. A black dude rocking to INXS. “You got to walk around 
like you the best. They gonna feel that.” Later, Khari writes in my journal to remind 
me. He scrawls his best pickup lines in pencil, his handwriting small, hugging the light 
blue lines. I still think I am smarter than him, I read Ecce Romani, Isaac Babel. 
# \23"4#F#5"0#+'0#+) #03"#3+&(%0./#@"#0./D#+4#03"#(3+4"#.#8+'(/"#0%,"&>#649#@3"4#
3"#5"0&#+'07#@"#3.45#+'0#+48">#2"#5+#;+@/%45#%4#&+,"#9.*D#;+@/%45#.//"<#4".*#@3"*"#
X3.*%#/%:"&>#F4#03+&"#&0'(%9#&3+"&#3"#9+"&#4+0#&8.*"#,">#!"#&,+D"&#%48"&&.40/<>#2"#
don’t say much. I concentrate on beating him, setting my foot just right, watching the 
,.*D"*&#+4#03"#@++9"4#$++*7#.%,%45#03"#;.//>#F0#%&#&0*.45"#)+*#'&#0+#;"#+'0#+) #03"#3+&(%0./>#
It is strange for us to be hanging out. It is all wrong, we have nothing in common.
# M<#,+03"*#(%8D&#'&#'(#.49#9*+(&#'&#+)) #.0#.#,+:%"#03".0"*>#2"#@.083#We’re No 
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Angels with Robert De Niro and Sean Penn. Two buddies are on the run from the law. 
They dress up as nuns and somehow make their way through a country and don’t get 
caught. Someone ties weights around their legs but they don’t drown. 
 I think I call him once after that. Then we melt back into the world.)

!

# 60#.5"#&%G0""47#F#&""#4+#:./'"#%4#@".D4"&&>#F4#,<#3+&(%0./%C.0%+47#F#&""#+4/<#.#/+&&#
of  self, of  power. I see resting from life’s toil, but then also shame. I see cure, but I 
don’t always see care; drugs blur my world, make my throat dry, rev me up, make me 
9%CC<#@3"4#F#&0.49#0++#Q'%8D/<>#
 Two weeks before I am discharged, I meet Father Shields in the arts and crafts 
room in Groton sweatpants and a tee shirt. I have never been with him alone before. 
His face is puffy and his black clerical shirt is rumpled. He seems slightly distracted, 
uncomfortable. He has pumped my arm on Sundays, after we have attended services 
as a family at Christ Church in Columbia, about an hour’s drive from the hospital, 
but now he sits down across from me at the Formica table, his knees in his grey wool 
trousers close to his chest. I clasp my hands, lower my head. I don’t know if  I’m sick 
or not, but I want Father Shields to do his magic if  he’s got it, so I try to muster an air 
of  slight need, just enough for him to feel useful.
 Father Shields takes out a small wooden box, the same kind I have seen him 
bless during Communion at Christ Church. The Eucharistic lay ministers would come 
forward to the altar with these boxes, and Father Shields would lift his right hand and 
pray that the ministers would transmit the spirit of  the body and blood of  Christ to 
03"#&%8D#.49#03"#%4K*,#@3+#8+'/9#4+0#8+,"#0+#83'*83>
 During the week, after they had received the blessing, the lay ministers would 
visit those people, carrying with them the small wooden boxes, and administer Com-
munion to them. People, I imagined, like my grandfather, who, when he was alive, sat 
in a nursing home for several years in a vegetative state after a stroke. His eyes were 
alive, but he drooled, and couldn’t speak, and someone had to feed him. Papa, we 
8.//"9#3%,>#W*#("+(/"#/%D"#,<#5*.49,+03"*7#@3+#5*"@#.#,+'&0.83"#%4#3"*#K4./#9.<&#
and grew bitter, her legs like matchsticks under a black skirt. The Body of  Christ, the 
Bread of  Heaven. They would be the ones who would be visited. (I remember on the 
day of  Grandfather’s funeral, after the burial, slipping down into the basement of  the 
red and white brick Georgian home where Grandmother still lived alone, and seeing a 
pair of  shriveled black men’s socks hanging on the line, drying.) 
 Now I wait for Father Shields to say something. Leaning forward in a low chair 
with tiny metal legs (like the one I had learned to skate on at age four, pushing its 
green plastic seat around the ice for support), surrounded by shelves of  crayons and 
construction paper and stubby scissors with red and green rubber handles and rounded 
blunt edges, scissors that held you like manacles when you tried to cut in a straight line, 
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<+'*#K45"*&#5+0#&0'8D#%4#03"#3+/"&]":"*<03%45#*",%49%45#,"#+) #M*&>#^%4DA&#D%49"*-
5.*0"4#8/.&&]F#)""/#0++#&,.//#.49#0++#/.*5"7#+'0#+) #(/.8"7#&'&("49"9>
 A vision: Father Shields now folding the thin white linen napkin on the table in 
)*+40#+) #,"7#8"40"*%45#03"#,%4%.0'*"#;*+4C"#83./%8"#+4#0+(#+) #%0>#_%8D%45#+'0#.#&%/:"*#
8%*8'/.*#8+40.%4"*#03"#&%C"#+) #,<#(./,#)*+,#03"#&,.//#@++9"4#;+G7#('//%45#+)) #03"#
0+(>#!+/9%45#03"#@.)"*#/%D"#.#(+D"*#83%(#;"0@""4#03',;#.49#)+*"K45"*#%4#;+03#3.49&7#
huddled over his knees in the tiny kindergarten chair, turning to me and saying “The 
Body of  Christ, the bread of  heaven.” Plucking the thin disk, a circular white sun, 
)*+,#3%&#K45"*&7#.49#&/%9%45#%0#+40+#,<#0+45'"7#4+0%8%45#03"#9.*D#)+*"&0&#+) #3%&#"<"-
brows, the way his hair curls away from his forehead, strands of  gray and black. And 
03"4#3%,#0%((%45#.#&,.//#5/.&&#:%./#+) #@%4"#+:"*#03"#83./%8"7#03"#&(/.&3#+) #03"#/%Q'%9#\@"#
are bandits, I think, defying C-3’s ban on alcohol, but what can Roger or Fat Steve do? 
!"#%&#.#(*%"&0V7#03"4#/%)0%45#%0#%4#3%&#*+'53#3.49&7#/++D%45#.0#,"#.&#%) #3"#3.9#.#Q'"&0%+4#
0+#.&D7#&.<%45]#LJ3"#-/++9#+) #N3*%&07#03"#8'(#+) #&./:.0%+4>H#
 Eschaton as taste, returning. How the wine’s sharp tang brings me back to the 
./0.*#@%03#,<#;*+03"*#&Q'%*,%45#.0#,<#&%9"#+4#.#O'49.<#,+*4%457#,<#D4""&#&%4D%45#
into the soft red cushions as we cupped our hands, waited. 
 I want something to happen. That whatever is true, whatever I have ignored 
before in church, while daydreaming of  army men rappelling down a wall behind the 
altar or the fat woman in the front pew keeling over and fainting, whatever has gone 
on, if  God has passed into the wafers and wine and been there for the taking and I 
have not grasped Him, or if  He has passed onto somewhere else, that now, in the arts 
and crafts room, I can get it all back.

!

 On the last day John the intern piles all of  my belongings onto a cart like a bellhop: 
the Eric Dickerson poster; a shoebox of  get well cards and three shiny photos of  me 
&0.49%45#%4#:.*%+'&#(+&"&#+4#03"#&%9"/%4"&#%4#,<#C";*.1&0*%("9#)++0;.//#?"*&"<7#&0*"083-
%457#@.%0%45#0+#5"0#%40+#03"#_.*"40&#2""D"49#5.,"R#.#D4.(&.8D#+) #&83++/;++D&R#.#0*.&3#
;.5#+) #&3+"&R#,<#).03"*A&#;"%5"#&'%08.&">#2"#;.**"/#+'0#03"#9++*&#+) #N1S7#@3"*"#,<#
parents stand in the stairwell. You go on down ahead, John says. I’ll meet you outside. 
 My father marches purposefully down the stairs ahead of  us; my mother hangs 
back, putting her hand on my arm, then taking it away, then putting it back on again, 
*+//%45#3"*#3".9#0+#/++D#.0#,"#&%9"@.<&#@%03#.#Q'"&0%+4%45#&,%/"#+4#3"*#/%(&7#03"4#0'*4%45#
;.8D#0+#@.083#03"#&0"(&>#2"#&.<#4+03%45>#W4#03"#5*+'49#$++*7#@"#(.&&#0@+#D%9&#,<#.5"#
seated in the waiting area, their heads slumped into their shoulders. I have not seen this 
part of  the building since registration.
# W'0&%9"#%0#%&#8+/9>#E"8",;"*#`a>#23"*"#%&#P+34T#FA//#,""0#<+'#.0#03"#8.*7#F#0"//#,<#
parents. They hesitate. Are you sure, my father says. Yes. My mother catches his arm 
and they plod on towards the yellow station wagon parked on the far side of  the lot. 
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 John emerges down a side cement ramp, inching backwards, gripping the cart 
with two hands to keep it from tipping. He looks small under the grey sky. I shiver and 
wait for him to catch up. The wheels on the cart shake, one of  them is slightly loose, 
and it rattles loudly as it bangs over the pitted asphalt. 
 I am the boy who enters the gingerbread house gates; I am the boy who leaves 
them a month later, when John leads the cart like an old horse through the parking lot, 
my navy suit jacket swinging wildly from the pole. 


